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Presentation overview
• Some civil and mechanical applications

• A bit of the history of hybrid testing

• A few important concepts

• Some hybrid test examples

• Future plans: Inerter example

• Future plans: Digital Twin

• Summary and Acknowledgements



Application areas: civil

Second Severn Crossing, UK

Stadium
Footbridges 

Tall buildings Road/rail bridges 



Application areas: mechanical
Aerospace Automotive

Rail

Turbines

Power generation plant



Why use hybrid testing?
Hybrid testing is normally used for 

Testing critical components within a system

It can be used for:

• Testing extreme loading cases

• Components with a high level of uncertainty or nonlinearity

• Validating  component models:

Ø extending performance envelope

Ø extending life



History
Earthquake engineering used to use shaking table for most testing

However, scaling is a major issue, especially for nonlinear or failure cases

Building a shake table as big as the Edefense facility is not possible for most reseach



Some history
In the 80s and early 90s most researchers were working on psudodynamic testing as an 
alternative to shaking table tests

These tests were often described as “substructuring”
An important limitation is that the dynamic forces need to be estimated



History
Then in the 1990s researchers began to consider the possibility of running 
these substructuring tests in  real-time

Then the dynamic forces would not need estimation

In 1998 I went to work as a postdoc at the University of Bristol on a EU 
funded project called FUDIDCOEEF: 
Further Developments in Dynamic Control of Earthquake Engineering 
Facilities



Hybrid testing

Requires:
- a transfer system (actuator(s)) to impose 
displacements on experimentally tested component
- an interface controller to compensate for the transfer 
system dynamics.
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Hybrid (Substructure) Testing:
Extends HWiL technique to allow physical testing of Mechanical Components:



Early tests 1999/2000

Wagg DJ & Stoten DP (2001) Substructuring of dynamical systems via the adaptive minimal control synthesis algorithm. Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, 30, 865-877.

Proof of concept real-time results
The rig was very limited
Adaptive control not robust enough
Introduced the idea of the transfer system



Stability, robustness and delay compensation

Wallace et al (2005) Stability analysis of real-time dynamic substructuring using delay differential equation models. EESD, 34, 1817-1832.



Interface error & adaptive compensation
Synchronisation subspace

Adaptive delay and gain
Compensation test 
results from 3 – 10 Hz 
sweep

Possibly the best way to 
estimate accuracy

Wallace et al (2005) An adaptive polynomial based forward prediction algorithm for multi-actuator real-time dynamic substructuring. Proc. Roy. Soc. A., 461, 3807-3826. 



Actuator capacity & real time numerical 
integration

Actuators have a natural trade off 

between maximum force and 

maximum speed – stiffness coupling

Bursi OS, Gonzalez-Buelga A, Vulcan L, Neild SA & Wagg DJ (2008) Novel coupling Rosenbrock-based algorithms for real-time dynamic substructure testing. EESD, 37, 339-360.

Real-time compatible numerical computation using 

modified Rosenbrock methods



Application example: EH101 lag damper
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Wallace et al (2007) Testing coupled rotor blade-lag damper vibration dynamics using real-time dynamic substructuring. JSV: 307, 737-754. 



ACTUATOR 10kN 
and �150mm

Application example: Cable-deck interaction 

Marsico et al (2011) Bifurcation analysis of a parametrically excited inclined cable close to two-to-one internal resonance. JSV, 330, 6023-6035. 



Application example: vibration suppression

Magnetorheological (MR) 
damper suspension system
Khan, I., Wagg, D. J., Sims, N. D. (2015) Vibration Suppression Using Hybrid Active and Semi-active Control. Submitted to IEEE Control Systems



Experimental tests with hybrid testing



Application example: inerter
Used by McLaren Mercedes as the “J-damper” in 2005. (previous systems not called inerter). 
The inerter unit is tuned to the tyre natural frequency to maintain maximum tire contact patch area.

Ball-screw
Inerter-damper 
from Penske

Two examples of buildings in Japan with inerter devices fitted.
Chevron bracing example shown below.



Inerter testing (not hybrid yet)

Smith, N. & Wagg, D. J. A fluid inerter with variable inertance properties Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Structural Control, 2016, 1-8
John EDA & Wagg DJ (2019) Design and testing of a frictionless mechanical inerter device using living-hinges. Journal of the Franklin Institute



Application of hybrid testing to digital twin
• A digital twin acts as a virtual duplicate (or twin) of the real structure/system
• It can be developed through the design phase and/or the life of the structure
• It is a fusion of models and data that evolves over time
• Hybrid testing can be incorporated as a key technology to support this

Two current consortium projects: 
• “Dynamic virtualisation: modelling performance of engineering structures” 

(DyVirt) 3.8M Euro EU funded ITN training network, including Sheffield, ETH and 
Siemens – hybrid testing work lead by ETH

• “Digital twins for improved dynamic design” (DigiTwin) £5M EPSRC funded, UK 
based consortium, including Sheffield, Bristol and Swansea working on hybrid 
testing



Example layout of digital twin
Digital twin for wind turbine asset management (our interpretation):
Note how the elements align with project themes
Note also that the digital twin is entirely dependent on the “workflow”

On key technologies for realising digital twins for structural dynamics applications D. J. Wagg et al. Proceedings of IMAC 2019



Digital twin theoretical development

On digital twins, mirrors and virtualisations K. Worden et al. Proceedings of IMAC 2019



o A new Laboratory for Validation and
Verification (LVV) has just opened this

year in Sheffield

o 3m by 2m, 3g shake table

o Environmental chambers

o Wave tank

o Strong wall/floor

o Focus on model verification and validation

o Hybrid testing

o Digital Twin & Virtualisation
DRG Laboratory for Validation and Verification (LVV). 

https://www.lvv.ac.uk/

Facilities for hybrid testing



Conclusions
• Hybrid testing is a mature technology (for relatively simple systems) 

that has successful been used on a wide range of civil and  
mechanical systems

• It extends the capabilities of traditional dynamic testing by including 
a numerical model to create a realistic environment for a critical 
component(s) to be tested

• Parametric studies are easily and quickly carried out because 
numerical model parameters and excitation inputs can be varied as 
required

• New work to focus on inerter devices and applications to digital twin

• New academic position Lecturer in the Dynamics Research Group  in 
Sheffield about to be advertised
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